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radiant heating and cooling ceiling panels

. . .discover the design benefits and energy savings.
Discover the design and technology
benefits of AMBIANCE™ High-Efficiency
Climate Control Systems. You probably

AMBIANCE Systems give you more to
design - and more room. It is possible for
engineers and architects to add up to
5-10% more space in their multi-level designs
when they use an AMBIANCE System. The
plenum space above the ceiling can typically
be much smaller due to reduced air duct size.
Put another way, a building with ten floors and
ten-foot ceilings could actually accommodate
eleven floors if an AMBIANCE System was
utilized. And because the ceiling and/or floor is
a heat emitter (heating) or absorber (cooling),
other devices such as radiators, baseboards
and air vents may be reduced or eliminated
allowing the space to be utilized far more
effectively and efficiently.

already know about the comfort and energy
efficiency associated with in-floor radiant
heating. Now you can take the benefits even
further by using radiant ceilings to deliver both
heating and cooling. Specifying or installing
AMBIANCE High-Efficiency Climate Control
Systems can give you competitive advantages
in a number of ways!

Green Technology is the big buzzword in
commercial construction today. Legend
Hydronics is on the cutting edge with radiant
heating and cooling systems that provide
environmental and economic advantages:

• 25-35% energy savings

AMBIANCE can contribute to LEED certification in the key areas of energy efficiency, and indoor environmental quality.

ability to reconfigure office space for the
individual needs of the occupants is important
in today’s market. AMBIANCE Systems can be
designed to include as many temperature
zones and thermostatic controls as needed far
more easily than a forced air system. That's
because distribution manifolds are used to
distribute heated or chilled water to specific
panel locations. These can be reconfigured
and rerouted to accommodate the changing
needs of occupants.

• 10-20% maintenance cost savings
• Ergonomic - lower noise, fewer drafts
& maximum comfort
• Available in elegant colors & designs
• 5 -10% more usable building space
• Reduces dust and airborne pathogens
• Great for new construction and
renovations
• Heating and cooling zones are
reconfigurable

A system that pays for itself! It is
generally accepted that radiant systems can
provide the same comfort at a lower air
temperature. This makes AMBIANCE Systems
more cost-effective than forced air systems.
As a matter of fact, AMBIANCE Systems can
reduce annual energy expenditures by as
much as 35%.
Even the maintenance is easier and more cost
effective. Unlike forced air systems that have
bigger machines that are working harder, a
radiant system has less moving parts and
requires less pump and fan energy to deliver
heat or remove it. Therefore boilers and cooling
equipment operate more efficiently with the
possibility of longer life and reduced
maintenance costs. This is particularly beneficial
for institutional and commercial buildings
where long-term cost-savings is a critical issue.

AMBIANCE Systems create a healthier
and safer atmosphere. By greatly reducing
the constant blowing and drafty environments
associated with forced air, AMBIANCE Systems
reduce the buildup and the presence of
airborne dust and pathogens. This is of
particular value to hospitals and health care
facilities where air quality is especially
important. While air handling is required to
remove humidity and meet air exchange
guidelines, AMBIANCE panels handle 60 to
80% of the sensible heating and cooling load.

AMBIANCE Systems can provide
customized comfort anywhere! The

AMBIANCE panels fit standard ceilings grids, require
no extra or customized fitting and can be retrofit to
existing drop ceilings.
An AMBIANCE system can easily accommodate as many
temperature zones and controls as needed.

The real beauty of AMBIANCE
Systems - is the beauty. AMBIANCE
Systems are available in a variety of materials,
colors, and designs that give you the flexibility
to stretch your creativity when it comes to the
look and feel of an entire room. And because
there are no radiators or baseboards to work
around, space can be designed far more
effectively and efficiently. Best of all, standard
2X2 and 2X4 panels fit standard ceilings grids
and require no extra or customized fitting.
They can even be retrofit to existing
drop ceilings!
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Forced air systems cool inconsistently and generate uncomfortable drafts.
They also waste plenum space due to large ducts.

Reduced Plenum Space

Consistent
Comfort
Ambiance systems are
uniquely flexible. They

AMBIANCE delivers consistent comfort everywhere
throughout the space by absorbing heat.

AMBIANCE Systems have a natural advantage. Unlike forced air
systems that heat and cool inconsistently and generate uncomfortable
drafts, AMBIANCE Systems rely primarily on radiant heat transfer.
Radiant systems are more comfortable than convection because the
human body has literally been designed to live in a radiant world - solar
heat from the sun is radiant energy. To generate this effect, heated or
chilled water is circulated through ceiling panels which primarily affect
the temperature of the ceilings and objects, rather than the internal air.
In a building using ambiance systems, the ceiling radiates heat to
generate warmth, or pulls heat away from the body to cool the
occupants. Since the entire ceiling is a heating or cooling source,
consistent comfort is delivered everywhere in the space.

can work in conjunction with
traditional HVAC systems and
may use existing boilers and
chillers. Optimally, a minimal
air system is used to remove
humidity and meet air
exchange guidelines,
however 60-80% of the
sensible heating and cooling
load is handled by the more
efficient ambiance ceiling.

Multi-level designs incorporating AMBIANCE
can realize a 5-10% increase in usable space.

Heated and chilled water flow to pre-assembled manifolds and
are in turn distributed to panel surfaces configured in temperature
zones. Ceiling panels are connected to manifolds using
lightweight, flexible, easy to install PEX or PERT tubing. The
tubing is attached to ceiling panels by simply pushing the tubing
into our patented Insta-Loc™ push-fit connection - no torch
or solvent is required.
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It takes more than just hard work to become
part of a legend. It takes a commitment to
exceed the expectations of our customers in every
way possible. It takes unparalleled performance in
everything we do. From 24 hour order turnaround
to industry leading fill rates, a no hassle return
policy and a willingness to do everything it takes to
help you succeed. At Legend Hydronics, the newest
division of Legend Valve and Fitting, we guarantee
the same service you've come to expect.
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